
The pandemic situation has affected all of our lives. Staying safe has suddenly
become our top priority. The Covid Protection Bag, developed by Team
Auxilium, consisting of Rithika Brijesh and Liah Murali, aims to provide

protection by equipping people with a product that will allow them to follow
all the restrictions for staying healthy, especially the ones in place today. We
wish to help them socialize with ease. We aspire to reduce their vulnerability

to contagious diseases, like the Coronavirus. We aim to create a solution to the
problem of safe socialization during sickness. With ‘Light for Life’, we aim to

light up people's lives by keeping the threat of diseases and sickness at bay,
with our innovative idea.

 

The Covid Protection Bag
Light for Life: Written report

It has allowed us to
learn more about many
topics, (like robotics,
communicable diseases,
making infographics,
working on a project
without meeting up,
navigating social media)
and improve our
collaboration, research
and technological skills. 

Working on our project
‘Light for Life’ has been a
wonderful and enlightening

experience for us. 



This experience has been an unforgettable one, due to the unwavering
support and encouragement of our peers and teachers. We have immensely
enjoyed introducing our bag to people and creating collages and posters for

our project. We enjoyed developing the Covid Protection Bag, and
improving our prototype based on the suggestions we received. We have

strived to create videos and reports about our project, and we co-operated
to inform people about CPB and spread the word. We researched and
collaborated to turn our bag into an innovative and creative product that
combines different gadgets into one capable and practical accessory.

To advertise our product and spread information

about it, we have created accounts on social media

platforms like Twitter (@AuxiliumGsl), Instagram

(auxilium.cpb), Facebook (Auxilium Cpb) YouTube

(Auxilium GSL). We have also designed a website to

advertise our product idea. 

 

Our innovation: We
have used automation
and AI to create our

product. 

Impact: A video about CPB was shown in the school
exhibition, which received more than 700 views.
The product was introduced to the class during
library period, and feedback was gathered. We

received feedback and support through our website,
Instagram and WhatsApp. We used our bag while
going outside, and introduced it to many people. 


